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It’s a…

Baby Carrier
Cover

Nursing Cover

Stroller Cover

Poncho

Blankie

Multi-Use Baby Carrier Cover - 5 products in 1
Instruction Manual



Our Kurumi Ket is a versatile baby carrier cover that can be used from the time 
your child is a baby, all the way up to 5 yrs. It is warm and comfortable, but 
also strong and durable—keeping your child warm and happy for years to 

come. Its innovative design means you can use it virtually anywhere. 

See more details and all available colors and prints at: 
www.Luckybabyworld.com/shop/kurumiket-baby-carrier-cover

The Kurumi Ket is a 
super awesome baby 

carrier cover that 
also moonlights as a 
stroller cover, nursing 

cover, poncho and 
blankie.

Why moms like it:
• Keeps baby wonderfully warm and snuggly when 
out in the cold.

• Adjustable drawstring lets it fit baby perfectly as 
they grow.

• Super soft and cuddly blankie for baby to nap on 
when out and about.

• Keeps mom safe from prying eyes while 
breastfeeding.

• Can fold into a neat little pouch for easy storage.

• Great for babies, super great for older kids.

Why kids like it:
• Poncho for cold days

• Doubles as a superhero 
cape

• Triples as a wizard cape

• Quadruples as a blankie to 
snuggle with any time



Baby Carrier Cover
Your Kurumi Ket will keep baby 
warm and comfortable when you 
are out and about. Whether baby is 
being carried in the front, or 
enjoying a piggy back ride, your 
Kurumi Ket can accommodate your 
mood and preference.

Kurumi Ket can be adjusted for 
most baby carriers, whether the 
shoulder straps are narrow or wide. 
Thanks to the drawstring, the 
perfect size pouch can be created 
to fit your baby’s size, keeping 
him/her warm and comfy. 

Once baby is in the 
carrier, cover 

him/her with your 
Kurumi Ket. Attach 

the flaps to the 
shoulder straps of 
your baby carrier.

When carrying baby 
in the front, you 
may choose to 
attach the flaps 

around your neck 
for extra warmth. 

Keep the cold out 
by pulling the 

drawstring snugly 
around baby’s legs, 

creating a warm 
and comfy pouch. 

How to use as a Baby Carrier Cover:



Stroller Cover
Your comfy blankie will keep baby warm when you are out 
and about in the stroller. The Kurumi Ket easily straps onto 

the stroller, preventing unwanted drops. By adjusting the 
drawstring, you can create a pouch to keep baby’s legs warm.

 
How to use as a Stroller Cover:

Attach the flaps to the side frames of your stroller, or
wrap and attach it completely around smaller strollers.

Nursing Cover
Generous size keeps mom covered 
while breastfeeding.
 
How to use as a
Nursing Cover:
Open the Kurumi Ket and 
position it around your 
shoulders. The bottom part 
will cover your chest and 
your baby.



Poncho
Stay warm and comfortable,
(or play Superheroes/ Wizards).
 
How to use as a Poncho:
Place your Kurumi Ket on your child’s shoulders as 
if you are putting on a cape. Use the drawstring on 
the bottom to adjust length if necessary. The 
buttons can be fastened behind your child’s neck.

Blankie
A blanket that has been loved and snuggled with 

becomes a "blankie." Keep it close at bedtime, 
movie time, or whenever the mood strikes.

Think what a better 
world it would be

if we all, the whole 
world, had cookies and 

milk about three 
o'clock every afternoon 
and then lay down on 
our blankets for a nap.

- Robert Fulghum



    WARNING
CAUTION – Read carefully prior to usage.
Retain this guide for future reference.

• Pay attention to baby’s body temperature to prevent overheating.
• Ensure baby’s airway is always clear.
• Ensure that baby’s mouth and face are not covered.
• Ensure baby is breathing comfortably and not wrapped too tight.
• Be careful not to tangle the drawstring on your baby, carrier, or
stroller. ALWAYS keep the drawstring out of baby’s reach.

WASHING INSTRUCTIONS:
Machine washable with like colors. Do not bleach.

Recommended Age: newborn to 5 yrs. old

The Kurumi Ket even folds into a pouch
for easy storage...

... voila!
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